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MP = Marjorie Peers 
I = Interviewer 
 
MP: um well I was born in Coventry and um I came to Birmingham as a baby in arms 
like and then I was in brim stayed in Birmingham  
I: and where did you live in Birmingham? 
MP: on a road which isn't anymore now (.) its it’s been done away with  
I: what district would that be? 
MP: well it was Edgbaston those days and 
I: what what was the name of the road? 
MP: Varna Road 
I: Varna (.) whereas it near that we might know  
MP: um it’s near Belgrave Road off Belgrave Road  
I: yes, and what was your first job when you left school?  
MP: well I'm was an apprentice to design um designing and one discharged people 
it’s got it on there on the um one of them the first war who um in the clothing trade 
you see so so when I  
I: you were designing clothes? 
MP: um yes apprenticed and um 
I: so you did stitching as well  
MP: well I had to do something like that you see, when um when I went away course 
they'd put you to whatever your trade was and so that how I became a sale maker in 
the first world war there’s photographs here of us working them \ 
I: you didn't join the forces immediately then? 
MP: well no I wasn't I wouldn't be old enough I was born in 1887 so (.) I really 
wouldn't have been old enough  
I: so where did you work at the sail makers? 
MP: I think the firms out of existence now marsh is in Bromsgrove street clothing firm 
I don't think its there anymore  
I: what were you doing making sails? 
MP: in in the first war  
I: yes 
MP: well not making them, well we were making them there pictures of us there you 
know sitting there making them I've put a little cross by any that I was on 
I: and what were these sails for? 
MP: well the wings of aeroplanes were sail, you see today I think there made of 
metal well we made them of pier linen and hand sowed them and um then we doped 
them to shrink them and pained them and at the finish they were like metal is today 
but we'd made it like that you see they were made in lovely Irish linen, no not Irish 
Egyptian cotton  
I: so you hand stiched them and knot them  
MP: oh yes  
I:      // what what //  
MP: // oh             // all seem seems where machine but um we hand sowed them 
onto the framework  
I: can you remember what your wages where at that time? 
MP: oh I think I think they were only about um one tonnes a week something like that  
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I: and what rank would you be then?  
MP: oh um only an //                         //  
I:                            // aircraft women//  
MP: yes 
I: oh so you were actually in the forces doing it? 
MP: when?  
I: oh I thought you were doing this before you joined up (.) making these um 
MP: oh no not the sail making that’s air force work  
I: oh I see  
MP: oh no I was an apprentice to design for clothing, coats and things like that you 
see so I left that job and went to the recruiting office  
I: oh and what year would that be? 
MP: well I should say 1916 
I: which recruiting office would that be? 
MP: ooh I don't know  
I: in Birmingham it would be wouldn't // it // 
MP:                                                    // it // would be in Birmingham but um I think we 
went the labour exchange  
I: Um and why did you join up (.) why did you feel you wanted to? 
MP: well I was um I suppose a bit romantic and (laughs) and that sort of thing  
I: you thought you have a life of adventure? 
MP: yes  
I: yes and where were you sent to make these sail 
MP: oh um when I first went away no not with war (.) that was the second war no no 
the sail maker was the first war and um I wonder where I went to first Salisbury 
Plane I think Larkhills Salisbury Plane  
I: and were you working alongside men the men would be constructing the 
wings and the wood parts 
MP: the men were um carpenters  
I: um 
MP: making all the framework in the sort of shed to us and um then they came to us 
and we um covered them  
I: and how many girls would be working together? 
MP: oh there was quite a lot of um there’s a  
I: photograph here  
MP: yes there a photograph in there were we are all sitting down in there making 
them  
I: and what did you live in huts? 
MP: huts yes yes  
I: and were you highly valued it was obviously very skilled did you get the 
impression that you were important because you could do // this      // 
MP:                                                                                                                                                           
// oh yes // we thought that about ourselves whether we were I don't know (laughs)  
I: were the women actually part of the air forces or were they auxiliaries? 
MP: well I was in the WAAC, joined the WAAC you see then got sent away to um um 
(.) a camp on Salisbury Plane in the first world cause I um I have to sort the 
difference between the first war and the second war you see and um we we um slept 
with the army girls which we were army you see women's army auxiliary core and we 
used to travel everyday from Larkhill to Stonehenge which was an aerodrome and 
then we they'd bring us back at night and then when it became the air force we were 
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re-mustered and given another number  
I: and different uniform? 
MP: and a different uniform and we were then um (.) Women's Royal Air Force on 
April 1 1918, that was when the RAF was formed you see cause they were the royal 
flying core before and we used to um go to work for them and that was how I 
became air force when I started in the army you see  
I: what were the other girls like, did you  
MP: well, you’re asking me to go back a long way cause there all um  
I: cause at this time you know did you hear of the suffragettes or was that a bit 
before your time  
MP: I, it was before my time but I remember my eldest sister taking me to um I 
wonder where she took me (.) a big um a big place and um what were their names 
miss Pankhurst Pankhurst they were on the stage but not um not the mother one of 
the daughters was on the stage and um um  and my eldest sister taught be you 
know about the women's sort of thing I was young then that’s before the army and 
um when it was over the Sybil Pankhurst she stood nod shook hands with us all you 
know as we did 
I: was that in Birmingham? 
MP: oh it was in Birmingham, but but I don't know what building it was that we went 
to was a big um hall with a stage  
I: and did many girls go into the forces or was that an unusual thing  
MP: oh it was unusual because you had to get um parents permission and you know 
and all that  
I: I was going to ask you what did your parents think about you joining. 
MP: well, to tell you the truth I went and joined first and then I came home and told 
them and of course my father said then you made your bed you lie on it cause he 
would never have let me go  
I: wouldn't he? 
MP: no 
I: no, you'd got any brothers had you in the forces  
MP: oh, I had a brother that was a regular soldier (.) the one that I said was named 
Donald you see but um he died a few years ago 
I: and you had one sister did you  
MP: oh vie got lots of, I did have lots of sisters there were about nine of us  
I: and were they all older than you? 
MP: no I was the middle one, vie just got two sisters left now they over the years 
they've all died  
I: and did any of the others go into the // forces // 
MP:                                                      // no       //  
I: so you were considered quite adventurous 
MP: yes, I I was at that stage when I was restless you know  
I: um yes how old where you exactly? 
MP: well id got got to be eighteen to join and um I was seventeen and said I was 
eighteen  
I: did you ever meet any of the pilots of the royal flying core? 
MP: oh yes 
I:  did the pilots come round to see you making the machines 
MP: yes, we were on the flying ground and um we were there with them you see  
I: yes, yes, n so that was exciting  
MP:  well it was really cause as I say I was very reserved and I suppose some of 
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them had a bit of fun but I was quiet sort like  
I: but I mean, the safety of the plane depended on you to quite a big extent 
didn't it your work 
MP: oh yes because um if we repaired after the men and us repaired the plane they 
had to take the first flight of your repair but we didn't not until after the war then we 
went up quite a lot  
I: you mean you went up in it after you'd repaired it  
MP: well, except they didn't let the girls do it the men had to do I I they did but um 
after the war I used to go up quite first war I used to go up quite a lot and all that um 
vie never really liked it and I remember one man showing off and um he looped the 
loop with me  
I: um 
MP: vie never told anybody before but I had me eyes shut very tight you know as we 
went over and vie no wish to go up in the aeroplane now  
I: you don't fly now? 
MP: no 
I: did you get air aircraft in for repairs as well as making them if they got 
damaged 
MP: oh yes 
I: they'd come back 
MP: they did the too you see all the time we um carpenters were making new ones 
for repair  
I: yes 
MP: and um then we were completing them and doping and all that which was um a  
I: do you // remember what                              // 
MP:       // a bad thing for the chest you know // 
I: what was it used for dope? 
MP: oh it shrunk 
I: yes but do you know the material what it was the dope? 
MP: well no it was just dope t us  I don't know what was made of  
I: glue? 
MP: no I couldn't say  
I: it’s shrunk the material  
MP: it shrunk the material till it was torte  
I: um 
MP: then after that we used to paint them and um and pull the um  
I: roundels 
MP: roundels on yes  
I: am I talking too much, um how do you remember what the time off was like 
did you get good time off? 
MP: not really I don't remember having any  
I: and as you were out on Salisbury Plain what did you do with your time off? 
MP: well they used to run um there must have been some sort of um committee that 
sort of the amusement like for the men and all that and they'd run dances the we'd 
have shows come to the camp and that which we all went to  
I: um, and id you get promotion while you were there on this work, vie seen a 
letter there recommending you  
MP: oh yes now, that was the first war  
I: it said you were very skilled // very //  
MP:                                        // yes  //   
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I: very conscientious  
MP: no that was the second world war that  
I: no no was it? 
MP: I’m thinking of the man who wrote the letter he was second war balloons you 
see that was  
I: oh I see, sorry 
MP: and I wasn't with aeroplanes in the second war balloons 
I: so did you get home leave before, did you have home leave while you were 
there (.) to get back to Birmingham? 
MP: ooh yes, but twice a year I think it was  
I: and what were conditions like in Birmingham when you went home? 
MP: oh I’m not sure that I’d 
I: do you remember a lot of poverty or  
MP: well everybody was busy working munitions and what not like that  
I: yes what was your father doing then?  
MP: well he was a commercial traveller I don't recollect he used to be a commercial 
traveller I suppose  
I: do you remember say when food rationing did that hit the civilian population 
worse than the forces? 
MP: oh I don't know I think we all sort of took a share we I was always well fed up 
although I know in some cases they weren't but um I had no cause to complain for 
um food  
I: so you didn't I was thinking because you were stuck on Salisbury Plain you 
would feel it a bit lonely and cut off but you didn't 
MP: oh no because as I say there was thousands of men there all different regiments 
and things like that and there were canteens and they as I say they ran concerts and 
things like that which we, but of course they were in those days they were very strict 
with us we were sort of locked in the camp you know you weren't um free to do as 
you liked  
I: and this would probably affect, this was more for the women than the men 
MP: oh yes, the men 
I: did you have chaperones or anything like that? 
MP: well no we had our officers who um you know they kept there eye on us and all 
that sort of thing  
I: was there much breaking of the rules in those days or did people abide by 
them? 
MP: I, I think there must have been but as I say I I was very young and um and didn't 
want to break those kind of rules I was never interested in the men’s side of it so I 
never bothered myself I suppose there must have been some that crawled under the 
wire (laughs) 
I: they didn't have any monkey runs there then like they did 
MP: any what? 
I: have you heard of the monkey run that they used to have in Birmingham? 
MP: no 
I: oh, one lady told me they even had a monkey run in a factory this was group 
where the girls paraded up and down one side and the men paraded the other 
side you see and then they used to sort of see one that they liked and chat 
MP: oh we never had anything we never had anything like that  
I: no 
MP: no, we worked we worked all the time more or less and what pleasure we had 
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was um in the camps the different camps  
I: what hours of work were they? 
MP: well we must have gone to work about 8 '0' clock in the morning and um I think 
we took out diner with us well we had diner in the men’s canteens the um we'd got 
German prisoners of war were there they were built in the camp round us and um 
then we used to come back at night for our last meal to the camp you see  
I: how many miles was the camp from where you worked? 
MP: oh, it was quite a way um um if the um we used now I come to think we used to 
have to walk across walk across like that to and it was quite a way but the German 
prisoners were in vehicles going round the roads like that  
I: you didn't go by vehicle then? 
MP: no, we walked to the, where we lived to the can to where  
I: in all weathers? 
MP: oh yes, oh the weather didn't trouble us  
I: oh I’m surprised I thought you would of had transport  
MP: no 
I: where there many in motor vehicles in those days 
MP: oh yes for whatever purpose they wanted them for  
I: but they still had a lot of horses did they? 
MP: oh yes, um  
I: so how long were you making these aircrafts did you do that for the whole of 
the war? 
MP: yes I um I was discharged from that camp I was I stayed there the whole of the 
war  
I: and you didn't get any Zeppelin raids near you? 
MP: no, I don't think so  
I: do you remember hearing about zeppelin raids on London 
MP: I think I must have done yes but um but we didn't come in contact with anything 
like that  
I: where you happy? 
MP: I think I was yes 
I: it was nice change  
MP: yes 
I: and to sort of get away from home (.) did you write letters home  
MP: not very often  
I: did they write to you? 
MP: oh yes 
I: what did you feel like when armistice was declared?  
MP: ooh oh, that was an exciting time that was um we should have everybody men 
as well should have all gone on parade for ordinary routine instead of that we all 
cleaned off and went to a camp not far further away onto a plain called Never Avon 
might of heard of it it was a big camp 
I: its still there 
MP: yes, is it? and we went there and um all sorts of enjoyment we had I I cant 
remember and then we were collected and came back but um everything was upside 
down you see when armistice was declared we settled down just after  
I: did you have any concerts during the war did any famous entertainers come 
down? 
MP: oh, yes they we used to get a lot of that really when you went on the different 
camps on Salisbury Plain and of course their were lots the regiments had got their 
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own camps and everything like that, I the royal Warwickshire was our nearest camp 
and um um there was really no need to um leave Salisbury Plain you could find your 
amusement there if you wanted it and they as I say if um if I regiment was having a 
concert they sent an invitation to the officers on our camp and probably sent a lorry 
to collect us or something like that you see then we used to go on the invitation and 
be brought back you see  
I: do you remember any of the artists? 
MP: oh no not now, wouldn't have known them in those days  
I: did you sing any songs while you were working  
MP: oh yes these usual run that was popular at the time 
I: can you remember any of them 
MP: no 
I: the "Tipperary" and  
MP: oh yes and all those  
I: there wasn't music while you made your songs  
MP: yes there was no music you sang without music 
I: and this helped you doing the work did it, and it was all popular songs  
MP: yes, of the day yes 
I: and to talk about your work again would it have been more than one girl 
working say you were doing an aircraft wing would there be more than one 
girl? 
MP: yes they'd be, photographs see they'd be about six of us round around one 
cause there a good size  
I: how did you attach the fabric to the wooden wing with with tack hammer and  
MP: I think we might have stuck something to hold them in place  
I: yes 
MP: but the whole of the wing was sewn on 
I: sewn on 
MP: um, and the seams were um um like joining the widths together  
I: yes 
MP: the seams those were done on um powerful machines 
I: and did you have anything like thimble or anything you could  
MP: oh a palm  
I: a palm 
MP: a palm, that’s it a palm and what would you use with a palm? 
I: what was a palm a glove? 
MP: a well no it was a a solid thing that protected your hand from um whatever you 
were doing  
I: and you think it was made Egyptian cotton and not Irish linen 
MP: I have an idea it was Egyptian cotton, pure cotton it was  
I: actually I interviewed a lady recently and she was at Birmingham university 
and said that in the vacations she went to pick flax in England so they must 
have grown some here and she said that they made it into aeroplanes wings 
so there must have been some local growing as well as imported  
MP: but it was special stuff actually, actually I think vie got an odd piece of or two 
upstairs really if I can find it  
I: um when the war was over how did you feel coming back to civilian life? 
MP: oh I think more or less I was pleased you know, I’d sort of had um a run you 
know like I was pleased and um  
I: what did you decide to do? 
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MP: I think I went back to the same firm  
I: did you? 
MP: um only through going away like I did I’d broke me apprenticeship and um I had 
to go in the making side of it then so today I’m a tailor-ess  
I: are you? 
MP: um 
I: did you start a new apprenticeship then? 
MP: well I suppose I suppose we did have an apprenticeship um 
I: was there a shortage of jobs for people coming back to the city? 
MP: I used to read of shortage of jobs but I never experienced it  
I: do you remember the name of the firm you worked for?  
MP: I know it isn't there anymore I read about it in the paper, I can’t think of I nearly 
just said it then (.) I can’t think of it for the moment  
I: perhaps it will come to you 
MP: I do have little lapses of memory  
I: so you lived at home did you when you got back to Birmingham? 
MP: oh yes 
I: and how was that after the sort of freedom of the army how did you feel 
living at home was your father sort of 
MP: very restless I was  
I: yes 
MP: I took, I took a long time to settle down  
I: um, and what did you do in your free time when you got back to the big city 
did you start going to dances?  
MP: yes um, I suppose I must have done I did a lot of dance ballroom dancing like I 
did a lot of um going to dances um with me friends so I done all that  
I: were there a lot of dance halls in Birmingham then? 
MP: oh yes, um um I’m just trying to think the "bolergee" dance  
I: yes 
MP: and all those  
I: um huh, it was quite cheap to go in wasn't it? 
MP: oh yes, yes yes 
I: and the cinema, did you go to the cinema? 
MP: not a lot, but I did go once I liked them 
I: and did you join a comrades association at that point? 
MP: oh yes, um I already belonged to the ex-service um association of the first war 
and then of course afterwards um actually um this year our branch has come to an 
end 
I: has it? 
MP: from 1919 but um its still going strong in London because the ATS and all of 
them have joined it you see and um their carrying it on but we still have a few that 
um, oh and I arrived in Aylesbury I think was the nearest station and um I didn't know 
I was just stood on the platform lost and there was some wax there and they spoke 
to me and I said where I was going so they said well come with us in this taxi and 
they took me there so the first thing I did was bang my head on the taxi door which 
brought the tears to me eyes I was feeling homesick and you know everything and 
then banged me head and I well I arrived at Larkhill and there was some lady officers 
their and they gave me something to eat and all that and they put me in a hut  
I: (distorted) well I suppose it was your first time away from home  
MP: well I mean there’s, I was travelling those days  
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I: um the uniform the um WAAC work you we issued with were they already 
made for the girls or were they for the men as well  
MP: well the uniform was the dress these dresses that those of course were made 
for us but the overcoats many of them had the Tommie’s coat which was the thing 
that just fastened here and straight down the middle but I was fortunately been 
getting that one that one was made for us that was the proper girls coat and um as I 
say um I walked across town with it and the sleeves hung down about here about six 
inches below and the the um coat was down to me toes and my mother said to me 
when she saw me she said you've never walked across town like that have you and I 
said what could I do I’d got to get here and so she apparently cut it all off  
I: were the neighbours interested in seeing you when you got home? 
MP: I expect so yes 
I: (laughs) yes yes, I suppose um there’s a very nice photograph of the Queen 
Mary 
MP: I think I’m on that but I don't know where I can’t recognise myself  
I: I suppose ladies in uniform were very much a novelty in the First World War  
MP: oh yes, yes and um that was why she um course they started gossiping you see 
about the girls going to war and that was why Queen Mary um took the core over 
became the head of it like  
I: oh I see 
MP: um  
I: yes I suppose it was quite a thing for royalty to take a rested interest in in 
various things oh I see there’s king George their too (.) after you got to um 
your training was their sort of usual army training like marching and things 
like that  
MP: oh yes, and we had um at Salisbury college we had girls um doing it but um 
when we went when I was at Stonehenge we used to have a manager with us 
I: were they very hard on you  
MP: oh yes, he thought he was clever as well and um till some of the girls 
complained about his language that’s what he called us you see he called us like he 
would call his soldiers his sergeants and um he called us now you so and so's you 
know and all that sort of until some of the girls complained and he lost his job then 
and we had another one (laughs)  
I: he was really hard really (.) how long had you been in the um in the WAAC 
before you were 
MP: oh the war on um when it started yes there was nothing before the war 
I: yes, how long were you in training before you went onto the  
MP; oh nothing to speak of only a matter of weeks a couple of weeks or something 
like not a proper training all that came see I I was in like sort of the beginning when 
they were learning and um so um really um I shuffled mainly we used to walk a long 
route march from um Saltley college everyday they used to do this long march  
I: what other trades were there what other trades were there for the girls to do 
in the forces? 
MP: um, what in saltley college  
I: yes, yes apart from shall we say the sail making what other jobs did they do 
not everybody done sail making 
MP: well, um I don't know what names they would be given now but um, engineering 
and um, I think by the time the war was over they were handling engines as well and 
you know, but you see I’d been um an apprentice to designing clothing so I was a 
sewer really so they put you to what you were used to if you were a Clark or a typist 
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or anything like that they'd put you in the ordinary rooms and till they got us all 
organised 
I: I was looking at this um photograph here with the wings  
MP: yes that’s right, well that’s that had come from the carpenters shop and the girl 
then you had material by the yard be about that wide you see and we cut those up to 
what we required and then they were machined on those heavy machines and then 
they were fitted onto hot framework you see and hand sewed the after that they were 
doped and shrink and by the time we'd finished with them they were as hard as if 
they were made of metal  
I: did they um cotton come on big bails were they large bails? 
MP: or rolls, or something I don't know we we just whatever it was whether it was roll 
or or it was larger than what you'd buy in the shop off a roll in the shop you know 
cause they'd come especially for it you see we used to just take what we wanted in 
length you know and sew it up 
I: was it just a matter of eye judgement or was the patterns sort of cutting out 
on the wings? 
MP: oh no it was um um, you only cut links off then join it up till you got the size you 
wanted and then um you fitted that onto the thing and cut away what you didn't want 
but all around the edges were the finest sewing that you ever saw you couldn't see 
the stitches and special thread of course you know for strength and I used to paint 
the roundels on because I had been to school of art and um I was clever at painting 
you see and in the second war two oh I don't know if it was second war or first but 
we we painted um three huge flags the size of one end of a hanger one was the 
white end one was the red and one was the oh and the air force one and I don't 
know if it had the union jack on they were this size you know it was all done for 
armistice day you know or something like that and I did a lot with that  
I: did you do any sort of art from your own point of view any sketching and 
that while you were in  
MP: oh no not really, no I think I was too young to bother you know in that way  
I: let me see there was how many girls one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, 
eight, nine, ten  
MP: but then you can see the whole of like a sail maker see is that a door? 
I: that’s a door yes 
MP: see that would be the carpenters shop you see and then they brought that in like 
that, stand it on tressells the um we used to know um like ha make of the wing like 
how much material to cut and all that  
I: looking at this photograph it’s incredible just how flimsy the cave looks it 
seems incredible to think  
MP: well as I say vie been up with one of those and loop the loop as I say I have no 
wish to go up in the aeroplanes since  
I: it would be like coming in on a wing and a prayer wouldn't it really? 
MP: well, it was all open and um and it shook while while it was going along  
I: that’s incredible, and what would be your working day, what what times 
would you start in the mornings? 
MP: well I don't exactly remember but it sort of be about eight 'o' clock in the morning 
till about um five or six at night proper ordinary day  
I: and did you have a meal break? 
MP: oh yes we'd have meal times um, I can't remember eating anything but it used 
to come to us somebody brought us some of the men’s cookers was brought to us 
you see cause it was all in the um makeup of it um then later on they'd finish building 
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that camp then we were posted to it and then we lived there then  
I: oh, I see  
MP: right on right um as these are the stones of Stonehenge as the size of this room, 
yes as we looked through our sort of bedroom hut um we could see the stones that 
close and I never went and looked at them  
I: we've got here with any (sound interference) does that ring a bell with you or 
anything? 
MP: (.) no, no I don't I don't know if I’m on it either  
I: do you remember what your group was called, did you have a particular 
group name? 
MP: well you see we were in the WAAC, that’s the royal flying core there was no 
company or anything like that and then it became the Royal Air force, we became 
Women's Royal Air force in 1918 April the first and um so then we were WRAF then 
you see and you didn't have companies you belonged to a camp you belonged to 
your women's royal air force mainly and you belonged to whatever camp you were 
sent to  
I: the uniforms were very bulky were they uncomfortable to wear? 
MP: well I never noticed at the time but compared the the second war and the 
uniform they had  
I: they had to leave a lot of imagination don't they? (laughs) your on this one 
aren't you Miss Peers? (.) Is that one of these crosses? 
MP: oh yes, yes I’m in that I don't know where it was taken though  
I: you’re a very handsome young lady on this one, I bet your mother was very 
pleased to receive this? I wonder where this one was taken?  
MP: what? 
I: do you remember where this one was taken? 
MP: oh I think that was taken in the youngly real photo place was the somewhere 
you read it out on the  
I: Arvana  
MP: Arvana that you went to for anything like that 
I: yes. What abut the um the laundry of you uniforms and the 
MP: oh your uniforms you never had that cleaned but um your underclothes and 
things like that you um rolled up in a bundle and put what was in your bundle and all 
that and then it went to to some big place somewhere 
I: yes yes, the the top uniforms how many were you given two? 
MP: oh no only the one 
I: only the one? 
MP: that what I say they were never, they were never cleaned or washed  
I: oh I see 
MP: you'd only got those to stand up in (.) and they gave you a pair of um bloomers 
thick thick bloomers and um two pairs of stockings and a pair of very heavy shoes oh 
I don't know what we had for underclothes they might have given us a vest I don't 
know about that but has all we had  
I: oh I’m surprised they'd only given you one 
MP: but in the second war I um wore battle dress um and men’s boots and all that 
out on the Baloon sights 
I: could you describe to me a typical working day from the time you got up in 
the morning? 
MP: well when we were up Larkhill we lined up you see there were only about twelve 
of us I think there and we had to walk across Salisbury Plain to Stonehenge and the 
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um German prisoners who were at a camp not far from where we were they were 
taken in lorries to the same destination and we had to walk all all across there you 
see and then um we got out of this vehicle big lorry like we got out of there and um 
went into out workrooms and then we settled down to working all day and then there 
was a break when we had to drink a lot of coco I don't know why but um all I seem to 
we had that big canal for about six people and then they'd be dinner time and then 
after that I don't remember a diner time but we must have had one      
I: I presume you had breakfast before you started the day? 
MP: oh yes yes 
I: do you remember what the breakfast was? 
MP: it certainly wasn't bacon and eggs 
I: I was going to say (laughs) did you have bed, proper beds? 
MP: cam bed style 
I: and did you have Nissan huts? 
MP: what? 
I: ins, where they Nissan huts in the First World War what were the barrack 
rooms like  
MP: yes 
I: they were huts? 
MP: ordinary barrack huts, the same as the men 
I: built of brick were they or? 
MP: well no wood 
I: wood 
MP: wood, but um they weren’t all like that you got those that were lucky and were 
perhaps somewhere were they'd taken a hotel over or you know something like that 
but um I always fell for the rough side (laughs) 
I: this is a photograph here of you as a mandarin did you do amateur 
dramatics did you?  
MP: I think it was a fancy dress ball that on this one here I think  
I: yes, so you still had time to enjoy yourself  
MP: oh yes 
I: during the um time that the girls were in the First World War did you ever 
have an opportunity to go to France? 
MP: well in my case I was underage, you had to be twenty one to go abroad so I was 
underage in any case and then when armistice was over when it came like and the 
war was over then um we all went overseas then but um while the war was on you 
had to be twenty one you see and I wasn't twenty one so um I went to France but the 
war was over then  
I: that restriction was just for girls though specifically? 
MP: yes, oh yes the men I think they went over at eighteen or something like that 
I: why was this plane painted in 
MP: oh I painted that 
I: did you  
MP: yes I was a very good painter, with a man I don't think there was a man on their 
I had a corporal helping me, oh yes I did that it was for the um peace celebrations in 
London you see  
I: oh yes 
MP: it flew you know over head while the marching was going up  
I: certainly couldn't miss it could you? 
MP: oh no, it was called the cross check no I had to draw all that and when you think 
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that the aeroplane at the beginning of the body was wide and you came to a tail well 
I had to graduate all that to the same number of squares down here as you'd got up 
there and all that and then on the side I’d um there was a space like that and I’d put 
'Anne co'  cross check you see   
I: oh that’s quite something, what what was symbolic about the pattern 
anything or did you just think it looked nice? 
MP: no, I think it might have been suggested to me I don't know I wasn't free to do 
what I liked I was told what was wanted and left to it 
I: perhaps something eye catching and spectacular I suppose was it black and 
white? 
MP: black and white yes 
I: quite a work of art you should have brought that home with you, that’s one 
that didn't make it wasn't it, at what point did would they say that an aeroplane was 
past repair? 
MP: well I should say that was um that was one I had a hand in painting um it was 
just black it was night flying I was a night flying camp so everything was sort of dark 
and at that that was open of our aeroplanes that um they went and fetched back I 
used to go to Cardington oh no that was the second war I used to got to Cardington 
and fetch balloons back that had um you know been you know destroyed like had 
come down  
I: so the camouflage for plains the first world war was black 
MP: more or less dark you know  
I: not not carpe  
MP: not all the not all the fancy stuff you get today for camouflage not that no it was 
just made dark  
I: but they still put the red, white, and blue circles on 
MP: oh yes, I used to do most of those (.) I remember going um I used to have a 
template for the size of it you see and I remember going across the um what do you 
call it concrete towards this um aeroplane and I’d got this big template under me arm 
and the wind blew and it swung me round it was like a sail you see and took me off 
the ground and put me down again  
I: goodness me, you never regretted your opportunity of joining the forces did 
you? 
MP: oh no never 
I: and when it was time to leave 
MP: oh I think I was I think I was glad to come home 
I: you'd had enough at that point, yes I suppose so  
MP: cause she was in the WAAC 
I: yes 
MP: Princess Mary  
I: oh I’ve just recognised her yes I can see her face now yes quite a 
momentum, did you get a Christmas card for the people that were serving or 
just for 
MP: it was to the men really not to us some I think one of the men must have given 
me that cause it was nineteen fourteen well I think I was almost still at school then 
I: I can’t remember whether we've got this on the tape but we'll do it again, um 
you know you were making or doing the sails of plains were these plains being 
made actually made there or just being  
MP: no um they were just making the spare parts for repairs, but for our own 
aeroplanes at that camp number one school of navigation and bomb dropping it was 
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called its just come to me, and um it was our plains as they came back and the 
damage and we had to replace parts and things like that you see  
I: did the plains actually drop bombs, did they have bombs? 
MP: I suppose so really but not here they went abroad to do it out plain did 
I: actually someone was telling me that before they dropped bombs they used 
to drop darts  
MP: oh, I don't know about that 
I: you don't know that no, and and the plain were the only plain weren't fitted 
with machine guns the pilots just used to use rifles 
MP: yes that’s right, and I remember sitting in and working on a machine standing on 
the tarmac and um um I remember playing with one they were guns because I 
remember playing and um it was um practicing the men practicing you see for 
shooting and um I remember I’d been I’d been playing it they'd been showing me  
I: was this a rifle or a machine 
MP: oh well I wouldn't know much about things at that time but it was a machine gun 
of some sort 
I: and it was actually fitted 
MP: fitted onto the nose of the plain and don't say we'd got the whole plain we were 
sitting in it was a practice one you see but it was definitely fitted in the nose and it 
shot between the propeller blades 
I: so the pilots used to train their then? 
MP: yes 
I: who who actually did the shooting was it an observer or did the pilots do it? 
MP: well I should say the pilot did really cause um um I remember observers were 
more or less at the rear  
I: um, and the guns were shot from the front  
MP: front um yes, but I I wouldn't really know that who shot them but I know 
I: (distorted) until they started carrying somebody else, but maybe it varies from 
plane to plane 
MP: and then they used to drop things, I wouldn't know what it were really some kind 
of bomb or something through the um bottom sort of um open something and drop 
them through and all that, in the first war that was, oh yes and um the men went up 
and they were in a machine that you know was coming to pieces I mean it wasn't like 
the second war although that was bad enough, um they didn't face the kind of 
machines that the other men did  
I: the dangers 
MP: um 
I: were a lot of pilots killed? 
MP: well I wouldn't know that I suppose they were really 
I: you didn't hear much of the casualties of the war 
MP: no, no 
I: so you weren’t upset by it in any way 
MP: no, no I never I never knew any pilots personally you know   
I: so you weren’t affected by the terrible deaths in  
MP: no, and as I say I was really, that’s Princess Mary again, I was really too young 
to realise the tragedy of it all you know the seriousness of I’ve only thought of it all 
since  
I: yes, it becomes an everyday thing, and it’s just a part of life isn't it? And as 
you say as you get older you think about it 
MP: yes 
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I: when you got home did you see any people that were grieving for the people 
in the war 
MP: oh yes, but not so much for the first war in the second war I did but as I say I 
were older then and understood more, what was going on 
I: yes, so in the Second World War you were working on balloons were you? 
Actually you have got some photographs of the work on the balloons day (.) its 
surprising really I I mean I can just remember 
MP: see and um on the balloon  
 
Recording ends 
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